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Background, Challenge or Opportunity:
To date the Saint Louis University School of Medicine Cancer Center has existed as a virtual center. Recent organizational planning has identified community-centric cancer care as an opportunity to distinguish our regional and national academic brand with the goal of working toward NCI Cancer Center designation. To achieve this goal we developed the foundation for discussions within the School of Medicine and with our hospital partners to establish a shared commitment to achieve NCI Cancer Center designation.

Purpose/Objectives:
To define and develop mechanisms to sustain a more robust infrastructure and adopt a funds flow model to achieve alignment in important strategic initiatives related to the care of the patient with cancer, with a goal of the Saint Louis University Cancer Center achieving NCI cancer center designation.

Methods/Approach:
Initial stakeholder interviews, inclusive of the departing cancer center director, interim director, division directors participating in the cancer center, clinical practice leadership and financial officers of the university and our hospital partners were performed. Targeted reviews of NCI designated cancer centers and a review of the literature provided information on required infrastructure and shared resources, and posed potential alternative organizational models for our cancer center. A gap analysis was performed and a visual aid developed to better articulate to stakeholders the scope of expertise and investment required to achieve NCI Cancer Center designation. A review of NCI designation requirements and several NCI Cancer Centers’ websites provided additional information on milestones and certifications leading toward NCI designation. Data gathered from these assessments were synthesized into a proposed plan articulating a new model for the cancer center to share with key institutional stakeholders, along with a timeline with milestones toward achievement of NCI Cancer Center designation.

Outcomes and Evaluation Strategy:
Key stakeholders embraced proposed revisions to the current model of our cancer center. Next steps include: data collection inclusive of disease prevalence, trends in our cancer practice, revenues assigned to the care of patients with cancer, and a cataloguing of current expertise within the clinical practice and hospital system. A market analysis, focused on identifying unique expertise within our cancer practice will be completed. These data will be used to better articulate our unique mission in cancer in the St. Louis region, to guide our next steps in increasing our visibility within the market, and to define ourselves as “the choice for advanced care in cancer; a collaborative community partner, determined to deliver excellent quality care and innovative treatment options close to home”. A timeline for establishing a joint venture partnership with a goal of achieving strategic certificates of recognition on the path toward NCI designation will be established with a 10- year goal of achieving NCI Cancer Center status. This proposal will be reviewed by the governing board of our clinical practice and by the hospital board of directors for approval.
**Background/Opportunity**

To date the Saint Louis University School of Medicine Cancer Center has existed as a virtual center. Recent organizational planning has identified community-centric cancer care as an opportunity to distinguish our regional and national academic brand with the goal of working toward NCI Cancer Center designation. To achieve this goal we developed the foundation for discussions within the School of Medicine and with our hospital partners to establish a shared commitment to achieve NCI Cancer Center designation.

**Purpose/Objectives**

The goal of this project was to analyze the organization of the Cancer Center as a basis to define and develop mechanisms to sustain a more robust infrastructure and adopt a funds flow model to achieve alignment in important strategic initiatives related to the care of the patient with cancer, with a goal of the Saint Louis University Cancer Center achieving NCI cancer center designation.

**Methods/Approach**

Initial stakeholder interviews, inclusive of the departing cancer center director, interim director, division directors participating in the cancer center, clinical practice leadership and financial officers of the university and our hospital partners were performed. Targeted reviews of NCI designated cancer centers and a review of the literature provided information on required infrastructure and shared resources, and posed potential alternative organizational models for our cancer center. A review of NCI designation requirements and several NCI Cancer Centers’ websites provided additional information on milestones and certifications leading toward NCI designation. A gap analysis was performed and a visual aid developed to better articulate to stakeholders the scope of expertise and investment required to achieve NCI Cancer Center designation. Data gathered from these assessments were synthesized into a proposed plan articulating a new model for the cancer center to share with key institutional stakeholders, along with a timeline with milestones toward achievement of NCI Cancer Center designation.

**Outcomes/Evaluation Strategy**

Key stakeholders embraced proposed revisions to the current model of our cancer center. Next steps include: further data collection inclusive of disease prevalence, trends in our cancer practice, revenues assigned to the care of patients with cancer, and a cataloging of current expertise within the clinical practice and hospital system. A market analysis, focused on identifying unique expertise within our cancer practice will be completed. These data will be used to better articulate our unique mission in cancer in the St. Louis region, to guide our next steps in increasing our visibility within the market, and to define ourselves as “the choice for advanced care in cancer; a collaborative community partner, determined to deliver excellent quality care and innovative treatment options close to home”. A timeline for establishing a joint venture partnership with a goal of achieving strategic certificates of recognition on the path toward NCI designation will be established with a 10-year goal of achieving NCI Cancer Center status.

**Conclusions**

Given our goal for the Saint Louis University Cancer Center to achieve NCI-designation, we have outlined strategic steps to demonstrate and further develop our scientific leadership, resources, and capabilities in laboratory, clinical, or population science. Through the work of this project, we have outlined specific targets to broaden the depth and breadth of our trans-disciplinary research programs and strategic clinical recruitments across these areas.
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